WALKING THE
GREAT WALL
Take a tour of China on foot by trekking the
Great Wall from the Bohai Sea to Beijing.
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The Great Wall at Jinshaling Pass
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Old Dragon’s Head, Bohai Sea

THERE IS A SHARP CHILL IN THE AIR THIS SPRING MORNING as I stand dumbfounded a

moment, gazing over rugged hillsides and mountains, geography at once both wild and inviting,
the blue peaks of the Big and Small Jinshanling mountain ranges rising in the distance, seeming
to lift out of the morning fog. Before me stretches one of the most-photographed expanses of the
Great Wall of China, a section restored to grandeur near Gubei Pass, the only place where you can
penetrate this steep and forbidding landscape nearly 90 miles northeast of Beijing.
This is what I have come to see: this stone fortress stretching 5,500 miles across northern China
from its western terminus at Jiayuguan to Qinhuangdao, where the wall walks into the Bohai Sea.
A hiker since the age of three, I’ve traversed the fjords of Norway and even climbed pathless
mountainsides above Glacier Bay in Alaska’s southeastern archipelago. But hiking the Great Wall
is something I never quite imagined, overwhelmed perhaps by its place in a complex Eastern
history I could not entirely understand but felt drawn to nevertheless, having read tales of this wall
that was designed to defend a vast Chinese empire from the intrusion of Mongolian conquerors.
Yet here I am, gazing across a restored section of the wall into a landscape so mythical it is as if it
were cut from a movie set occupied by sorcerers and wizards.

The Great Wall near Beijing

CENTURIES OF HISTORY

Eastern Qing Tombs

My trek across China’s Great Wall begins with a flight into
Beijing, from which point a private tour company provides me
passage to the Great Wall’s eastern terminus at Quihuangdao
in Hebei Province. The following morning, I begin my hike at
what is known as Old Dragon’s Head, the portion of the wall
that juts out into the sea, waves crashing against this manmade peninsula of ancient power. After this introduction, my
guide takes me to the city’s Great Wall Museum to learn the
history of this undulating structure, one of the Seven Wonders
of the World.
Construction of the wall extended across the centuries, with
its earliest beginnings dating to the 5th century B.C., though
much of the wall we know today was built during the Ming
Dynasty (1368–1644). The longest man-made structure in the
world, the wall roughly follows the southern border of Inner
Mongolia. Estimates claim that two to three million Chinese
died during its centuries-long construction; in fact, many
peasants who died were buried within its walls.
The Great Wall began during the reign of China’s First
Emperor, part of the Qin Dynasty, and was actually the result
of joining several regional walls together. Most of what is
visible to tourists today is from the era of Ming construction,
when masonry construction replaced the previous walls
of rammed earth. The wall’s main purpose was to prevent
intrusion from nomadic tribes to the north, particularly the
so-called Mongol horde. The wall largely followed the southern

edge of the Ordos Desert, the extent of the nomadic
Mongols’ range.
After ultimately failing to prevent Manchu invasions in the
17th century, the wall began to lose its relevance under the
newly established Qing Dynasty, whose borders extended
well beyond it.

A TREK THROUGH CHINA’S HEART

Mine is to be a nearly two-week trek, a rare tour of parts of
the Great Wall of China, consisting of hiking various sections
of its ramparts from the country’s eastern coast to its more
popular sections around Beijing.
Mornings are early, generally starting by 7:30 with a drive
to the day’s hike, which on the second day begins on a section
of the wall near Jiaoshan Peak. This is not an area frequented
by tourists, for here the wall is crumbly, a bit like climbing a
path of rocks, as it has not enjoyed the restoration of sections
around China’s capital city.
Dongjiakou occupies a part of the Great Wall constructed
during the Ming Dynasty and was a significant fortress designed
to protect Shanhai Pass. This stretch of wall consists of intact
sections, some crumbling portions as well as steep mountains
that make up a natural wall and feature no masonry structures.
This is a particularly good place for observing the wall’s defense
towers, as they remain largely intact in this region.
Lodging on this journey is not elaborate, though it pulls one
into the heart of Chinese culture. Along the trek, overnight
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The Huangyaguan Fortress

accommodations consist of both village hostels and overnight
camping in abandoned watchtowers along the wall with
occasional opportunities to dine with local host families on
traditional fare such as sweet and sour pork, dumplings and
spring rolls.
My journey continuing westward, I eventually end up about
day 6 on a side trip from the Great Wall to the Eastern Qing
Tombs, the final resting place of 5 emperors, 15 empresses,
136 imperial concubines, 3 princes and 2 princesses of the
Qing Dynasty. The most impressive structure here is
Qingdongling, the tomb of Empress Dowager Cixi, which
was constructed of gold over the course of 6 years. Though
she never assumed the throne herself, she handled affairs of
state for more than 45 years when her son effectively became
emperor upon his father’s death when the boy was only 5 years
old. She died in 1908.
After touring the tombs, I hike the Huangyaguan section of
the wall, which includes the restored Huangyaguan Fortress.
This portion of the wall was once famous for its castle of
Baguan design featuring a labyrinth that would confound
enemies even if they broke through the wall. Ultimately, they
would become lost within the fortress. The terrain here is
so steep and rugged that it often appears as if the wall were
marching vertically up the mountainsides. I spend the night at
the Huangya Villa, which was built on the site of the original
Bagua Castle.
The next morning, I make a trek up the steps of Heaven’s

Ladder, a nearly vertical spine of steps, which affords a
breathtaking ridgetop view of the wall as it undulates across
the backbones of the surrounding mountains.
I find myself, however, most drawn to the Wild Wall, a
stretch of fortress around Gubeikou, where the defenses have
not been restored but remain well-preserved nevertheless.
Here, the wall snakes through the native topography and
features overgrown segments of masonry and fortresses being
consumed by the landscape. It was here in 1933 that the wall
served as a modern defense against Japanese invasion.
My westward trek eventually takes me into the most-visited
sections of the Great Wall around Beijing, including the
rugged section at Jiankou, where a deserted watchtower offers
panoramic views of the surrounding valley, best beheld in early
morning. At the Mutianyu section of the wall is a very different
atmosphere, for this stretch has been largely restored. One of
its special features is the view it affords of a sign engraved into
the mountainside urging, “Cherish the teachings of Chairman
Mao,” the notorious mid-20th century leader of Communist
China.
Constructed mostly of granite, this section of the wall
features 22 densely spaced watchtowers. It is also one of the
most scenic stretches of the wall, surrounded as it is by lushly
forested slopes with very little human encroachment. It is, as
I stand gazing at the scenery from one of the watchtowers, a
proper place for closing my two-week trek through centuries
of Chinese history. <<

